Abstract. We prove a posteriori error estimates for a nite element method for steady-state, energy dependent, Fokker-Planck and Fermi pencil beam equations in two space dimensions and with a forward-peaked scattering (i.e., with velocities varying within the right unit semi-circle). Our estimates are based on a transversal symmetry assumption, together with a strong stability estimate for an associated dual problem combined with the Galerkin orthogonality of the nite element method.
Introduction
This paper is the second part in a series of two papers concerning approximate solutions for the pencil beam equations. In the rst part 3], we derived, for smooth solutions in the Sobolev space H k+1 of functions with their partial derivatives up to order k+1 in L 2 , optimal a priori error estimates for the streamline di usion and discontinuous Galerkin nite element methods of order O(h k+1=2 ). In this part we extend our studies to a posteriori error estimates dealing with the following basic problem: To construct an algorithm for the numerical solution of the pencil beam equations such that the error between the exact and approximate solution, measured in some appropriate norm, is guaranteed to be below a given tolerance and such that the computational cost is almost minimal. These two properties are referred as the reliability and e ciency of the algorithm, respectively. The a posteriori error analyses are required for the reliability in the sense that the error is controlled by a certain norm of the residual term (measuring the extent to which the computed solution fails to satisfy the actual di erential equation), whereas the a priori error estimates are based on controlling the size of the error by some norm of the unknown solution itself. As for the e ciency the adaptivity may be invoked to avoid unnecessary mesh-re nements on the regions where the contribution to the error is already small. Below, to be concise, we focus on the reliability issue, the e ciency studies are similar to the adaptive error analyses in 4] and 12]. In our studies we shall assume symmetry properties, compensating for the degenerate character of the pencil beam equations, and put also a switch which slightly, raising the di usion coe cient in the critical cases, modi es the continuous problem. The e ect of all these manipulations would correspond to adding arti cial viscosity in the case of uid problems, see, e.g., 16 ]. The error may be split into the perturbation error caused by the modi cations and the discretization error for the modi ed problem.
We shall combine the advantages of both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches to derive nite element error estimates for the modi ed problem. Compared to the adding of arti cial viscosity in the uid problems our symmetry considerations, being part of the nature of the particle beams, are less restrictive. Consequently the perturbation errors are less signi cant and therefore not included in our studies. For a similar problem with signi cant perturbation error, e.g., a convection dominated convection-di usion problem, detailed perturbation error analysis are given in 12] .
Pencil beam equations, considered below, are modelling, e.g., problems of collimated electron and photon particles penetrating piecewise homogeneous regions. The collisions between the beam particles and particles from beams with di erent directions cause deposit of some part of the energy carried by the beams at the collision sites. To obtain a desired \amounts of energy deposited at certain parts of the target region" (dose) is of crucial interest in the radiative cancer therapy. To this approach the radiotherapist employ beam con gurations obeying the Fermi equation, which is a certain asymptotic limit of the Fokker-Planck equation, see, e.g., 9], 15], and 19] . A physical study of the Fokker-Planck equation, which itself is an asymptotic limit of the linear Boltzmann equation, is given by Risken in 20] . Fermi and Fokker-Planck are in the class of di usion transport equations. For a mathematical derivation of the di usion transport equations, through asymptotic expansions, see Dautray and Lions 11] , Volume 6.
An outline of this note is as follows: In the remaining of this section we formulate the general three dimensional problem as an asymptotic limit of the linear transport equation and also our 2-dimensional continuous model problem. Section 2 is devoted to notations and preliminaries. In section 3 we introduce the characteristic streamline di usion method (CSD) for the pencil beam equations. Section 4 contains error representation formula, interpolation and strong stability estimates for a dual problem. In our concluding section 5 we prove the main result: The a posteriori error estimate both in an abstract form and also in a concrete version.
Below C will denote di erent constants in di erent occurrence independent of all the parameters involved, unless otherwise it is obvious or explicitly stated. Furthermore ( ; ) Q and k k k k Q will denote the L 2 (Q)-inner product and L 2 (Q)-norm, respectively.
1.1. The continuous problems. The derivation strategies, through the Gaussian multiple scattering theory, for the Fokker-Planck and Fermi pencil beam equations relevant in electron and photon dose calculations can be found in 15] relaying on Fourier techniques, in 19] using spherical harmonics (see also Holland 14] Except in a few special cases Fokker-Planck and Fermi equations, with energy dependent scattering and having degenerate nature, are not analytically solvable. Therefore numerical approaches are the only realistic solution alternatives. However, in the numerical algorithms, so far, the priority has been given to the construction of operational codes, with no or some heuristic mathematical justi cations, consequently basic approximation theory concepts such as stability and convergence are not appropriately studied. Our intension in this note is to bridge parts of this gap and also construct numerical schemes accessible for practical purposes. In the analyses below, for simplicity, we concentrate on approximate solutions of problems (1.4) and (1.6) in two dimensions. Extensions of these studies to the real three dimensional case, although would bene t a great deal from the present studies, would still be a real challenge.
The two dimensional version of (1.1)-(1.3) leads to the following Fokker-Planck problem, see also 3]: For 0 < x < L and ?1 < y < 1, nd F P F P (x; y; ) 
J x + zJ y = AJ; (x; x ? ) 2 Q; J z (x; y; z 0 ) = 0;
for (x; y) 2 I x I y ; J(0; y 0 ; z) = 0; for z < 0; J(0; ?y 0 ; z) = 0; for z > 0; J(0; x ? ) = f(x ? ); (1.10) where x ? (y; z) is the transversal variable and we have replaced the product of -functions (the source term) at the boundary by a smoother L 2 -function f. terms. In other words, the absorption and scattering terms involving t and s , respectively, in (1.1) are combined to give the, O( ), di usion term on the righthand side of (1.7) as well as (1.10) and also higher order terms which are neglected. Then a natural question would be: how much of the original absorption, which is a regularizing term, is kept in the Fokker-Planck di usion term AJ with A as in (1.12)? Below, expanding AJ, we simply see that not only the whole absorption term in (1.1) is now in the neglected or cancelled part but we also have a J term hidden in AJ. Loosely For a partial remove of the degeneracy we may assume that, J yy J zz . We shall use a somewhat more involved assumption: that there are constants C 1 and C 2 such that 
The adaptive algorithm is based on (2.3) and seeks to nd a mesh with as few degrees of freedom as possible such that for a given tolerance TOL> 0, with ? ? 0 = ? ? \ fx = 0g, where ? ?(+) = fx 2 ? = @Q :~ n(x) < 0(> 0);~ = (1; )g, and similarly, ? 0 = f(x; y; z 0 )g f(x; y 0 ; 0)g. Observe that problem (2.7) is nonlinear because" depends on J h . Hence, in particular," depends on z leading to control of some crucial terms, in the stability Lemma 4.4 below, which otherwise are not estimated in a natural way. To deal with" z -contributions we shall below consider some additional angular symmetry assumptions, e.g., (2.15) . Note that, in (2.14)," is obtained from (2.1) by replacing " by . We shall keep using the notation" for both degenerate and non-degenerate cases, " or version will be obvious from the context. Now, for simplicity, we assume the following natural angular symmetry, Thus we have estimated the error in terms of the residual and the incident boundary error and have a complete control over all the involved constants (note that C = C(c;C; C T ; C inv ; C s ; C i ), depends on the constants in the inverse estimate, trace theorem, stability estimates, interpolation estimate and energy variation. All these are, assumed, theoretical constants not e ected by our approximation procedure). The estimate (2.26), which is an analogue of (2.3), is appropriate in the present setting with R satisfying the Galerkin orthogonality relation (2.9) and f being a su ciently smooth approximation for the product of functions at the incident in ow boundary. A general Galerkin method for (1.10) or (2.7), to be studied below, does not have exactly the form (2.9) with R 2 L 2 (Q) and therefore below the projection P h will not enter into the error estimates in a concrete way as in (2.26), but a corresponding form to be derived would be, essentially, as follows:
where D 2 ?;h is the second order di erence quotient operator in x ? ; @ x is the rst order di erence quotient in x and h ? and~are the transversal (in x ? ) and convective (in x) step-size functions, respectively. The norms on the right-hand side of (2.27) are naturally corresponding to interpolation terms kh 2 ? ? Jk Q , (if" = Ch) and k~J x k Q related to piecewise polynomial approximations.
We have now outlined the basic ideas in the proof of the a posteriori error estimate (2.3) which relay on the Galerkin orthogonality relation (2.9) and the strong stability (2.20) of the dual problems (2.13) and (2.14). Our main focus will be to derive the strong stability estimate (2.20) and interpolation error estimates for the dual problem.
Remark 2.1. The strong stability (2.20) should be compared with the nonvalidity of a weak stability estimate for (2.13) and (2.14) of the form k k Q Ckê h k Q ; with = ; or '; (2.28) corresponding to the L 2 -instability phenomenon, related to the lack of absorption, discussed above. However, since ' = 0 on a part of the boundary (? + ), with positive measure, we may derive a weak variant of (2.28) (with replaced bŷ " ) using Poincare e inequality, (see 3], Lemma 2.2). We note that in (2.20) the derivative ? ' ' zz of the dual solution is L 2 -controlled (with the factor") in terms of kê h k Q , whereas L 2 -control of ' itself as in the estimate (2.28) is not possible to achieve in general. For the a posteriori error control, using the strong stability estimates of the type (2.20) (with derivative control only), it is necessary to use Galerkin orthogonalities.
To motivate for removing degeneracy through introducing " and also the role played by the arti cial viscosity" in the error estimate (2.3) we notice that the corresponding sharp a posteriori error estimate for elliptic problems is kê h k Q Ckh 2 R(J h )k Q : (2. 29)
The estimates (2.3) and (2.26) may be viewed as a variant of (2.29) where the ellipticity introduced, by", in the hyperbolic problem is compensated by the multiplicative factor" ?1 in (2.3) and (2.26).
In conclusion: A posteriori error estimates for numerical schemes may be viewed as special cases of a general stability theory controlling the e ect on the solutions resulting from non-vanishing residuals. The perturbations in the nite element method corresponding to certain orthogonality relations make the a posteriori error estimates possible in cases where a general perturbation argument would fail.
The CSD-Method for the Pencil Beam Equations
We let 0 = x 0 < x 1 < < x N < x N+1 = L be a sequence of discrete collision sites in the x-direction with the corresponding intervals I n x = (x n ; x n+1 ) and discrete steps~n = x n+1 ? x n . For each n let T n = f n g be a partition of I n ? := fx n g I ? ; (I ? = I y I z ), into edge-to-edge triangular elements n (in the sequel we suppress n from the n ), with corresponding mesh functions h ? n 2 C 1 (I n ; 8n:
Now for each n we de ne the slab S n = I n x I ? , and a local mesh-convection velocity n 2 C(S n )] 2 satisfying, for some su ciently small constant c 2 , j n (x; x ? ) ? n (x; x 0 ? )j c 2 jz ? z 0 j=~n; x ? ; x 0 ? 2 I ? ; x 2 I n x :
In general n will be an approximation of j Sn . Let n = n ( x; x ? ) be the characteristic curve corresponding to n de ned by ( d d x n ( x; x ? ) = n ( x; n ( x; x ? )) ; x 2 I n x ; n (x n ; x ? ) = x ? ; x ? 2 I ? :
(3.4) Since = (z; 1) is independent of x, we may assume that n = n ( x ? ) and rewrite (3.4) as n ( x; x ? ) = x ? + ( x ? x n ) n ( x ? ); for x 2 I n x :
(3.5)
The approximate particle path ( x; n ( x; x ? )) is a straight line-segment with slope n ( x ? ) starting at (x n ; x ? ). In this setting (x; x ? ) and ( x; x ? ) are acting as local, (on S n ), Euler and Lagrange coordinates, respectively. Since is not constant our local non-oriented ( x; x ? ) coordinates, although close, are di erent from the global Lagrange coordinates. Now we introduce the local coordinate transformation F n : S n ! S n de ned by (x; x ? ) = F n ( x; x ? ) = ( x; n ( x; x ? )) ; for ( x; x ? ) 2 S n :
Denoting the Jacobian with respect to x ? by r ? ( ), we have from (3.5) that r ? n ( x; x ? ) = I + ( x ? x n ) r ? n ( x ? ); (3.7)
with I being the identity operator. Now by the inverse function theorem the mapping F n : S n ! S n is invertible if n k r ? n k L 1 (I n ? ) c; (3.8)
for some su ciently small positive constant c. The condition (3.8) is guaranteed by our assumption (3.3) on n , ensuring that the approximate particle paths satisfying (3.4) do not cross in S n .
Remark 3.1. The above approach, initially, is constructed to gives a locally controlled approximate velocity eld, therefore for our model problem, with j j (1 + z 2 0 ) 1=2 (giving a total control of the quantity corresponding to the velocity eld), the coordinate change may seem to be unnecessary. However, we need to be convinced that the approximation procedure do not introduce particle path crossings, otherwise the discrete model would allow additional collisions than those modelled by the continuous case making the model problem inadequate. A somewhat less involved n would be su cient to carry out the analyses in here. We have chosen the above general frame-work in order to have an algorithm which is applicable to the related nonlinear problems, such as Vlasov-Poisson, as well. In the pencil beam problems the convection velocity n of the mesh is either identical or su ciently close to the velocity eld , therefore the streamline modi cation in the SD-method above may be omitted, i.e., = 0. Below we shall concentrate on the study of the following simpli ed CSD-method: Find J h 2 V h such that for n = 0; (3.10)
The equation (3.10) with" = Ch corresponds to a rst order accurate upwind scheme, studied for the uid problems, with classical arti cial viscosity" = Ch.
Note that in our SD-method with" = Ch the"-term dominates the -term and therefore we may take = 0, justifying (3.10).
Note further that there are two x ? -discretization meshes associated to each x nlevel I n ? : the mesh T n associated to S n , that is the \left-face mesh" on the slab S n , and T ? n = fF n?1 (x n?1 ); 2 T n?1 g, i.e., the \right-face mesh" on the slab S n?1 , resulting from a direct transport, along the characteristics, of the previous \left-face mesh" T n?1 . If T ? n is not too distorted, it is possible to choose T n T ? n corresponding to no remeshing at x n , while remeshing would corresponds to T n 6 = T ? n . Finally, the existence of a unique solution to SD-method as well as CSDmethod (3.10) is due to a contractivity assumption and the Lax-Milgram lemma; see 10].
Stability and Interpolation Estimates
In this section we shall consider the CSD-method (3.10) for (2.8) and give a corresponding error representation formula together with interpolation and strong stability estimates, in some weighted L 2 -norms, for the dual problem (2.14). Estimates for (2.13) are easier and obtained in the same way.
Dealing with discontinuities in x ? , from now on, we shall use the notation Compared to the outline in section 2 the main di erence, as we shall see below, will be the additional contributions from jumps on slab-to-slab edges.
Error representation: The dual problem and Galerkin orthogonality.
The error representation is now obtained by multiplying the dual problem (2.14) byê h , integrating over each S n , integrating by parts and nally summing over n, The idea is now to estimate ' ? in terms ofê h using a strong stability estimate for the solution ' of the dual problem (2.14), (works equally well for (2.13)). Now we de ne j Sn 2 V n by letting = P n n ' = n P n '; (4.6) where ' = 'j Sn and the coordinate transformations (3.6) and (3.9) are used. Hence P n '( x; x ? ) = ? P n '( x; ) ( x ? ); and n '( x; x ? ) = ( n '( ; x ? )) ( x); with x and x ? acting as parameters in P n and n , respectively. De ning P n and n by P n '( x; x ? ) = P n '( x; x ? ); n '( x; x ? ) = n '( x; x ? ); for ( x; x ? ) 2 S n ; and using the same parameter convention as above, we can alternatively write (4.6) as = P n n ' = n P n '; (4 .7) where ' = 'j Sn and = j Sn . We nally de ne P and by setting (P') Sn = P n ('j Sn ) ; ( ') Sn = n ('j Sn ) ; and extend (4.7), to de ne 2 V as follows: = P ' = P':
Below we split the interpolation error ' ? writing ' ? = (' ? P') + P(' ? '); (4.9) so that the errors of projections are separated, and then estimate the contribution from each projection, separately. First let us once again recall (4.1), and some frequently used notations:
Further, for R 2 L 2 (Q) we writeR = R ;R = R where ( x; x ? ) = n ( x; x ? ), for ( x; x ? ) 2 S n , with n , the Jacobian of x ? ! n ( x; x ? ), i.e., n = r ? j Sn .
Finally, we de ne the discrete transversal averaging space,Ṽ, associated to (1.15), In the rest of this section we shall focus on deriving the strong stability and some interpolation estimates, leaving the overall estimates for I ? V II to the next section.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (2.24) is valid, further assume jr ? h ? j c; and j" x j c" min n~? 1 n , for some small constant c. Then, there is a constant C such that for R 2 L 2 (Q), j(R; ' ? P') Q j Ck" ?1 h 2 ? (I ? P)Rk Q k"' zz k Q (4.13)
(4.14)
Proof. We change to ( x; x ? )-coordinates and write using Ck' zz k Sn ; (4.17) where the lost inequality follows from the fact that n is piecewise smooth and the Jacobian n satis es C ?1 n ( x; x ? ) C; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N, for some positive constant C. The estimate (4.13) follows now combining (4.15)-(4.17).
To prove (4.14) as in the previous estimate we shall rst transfer to ( x; x ? ) coordinates and write accordingly h n h n ( ' ? P n ') @ n ( x); (4.19) where we have used the symmetry assumption (4.10) and integration by parts. Inserting (4.19) into (4.18) we get using (4.12) that
Now by the well-known interpolation estimate for the L 2 -projections n P n : L 2 (Q) ! V n and P n : L 2 (I ? ) ! W n we have Proof. Using (2.24) and an inverse estimate, we derive the rst estimate (4.21) in an identical way as (4.14). Further (4.22) and (4.23) are derived likewise (2.25), using the inverse estimate, (2.24) and the same techniques as in the proof of (4.14). The details are omitted.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that~n O(1), and j" x j c min n~? 1 n" , hold with c being a su ciently small constant. Then, there is a constant C such that for R 2 L 2 (Q), j(R; P(' ? ')) Q j Ck~(I ? )
where C = C(c;C) and %( x; x ? ) = j( ? n )( x ? )j G(j z ? z n j); on S n ; 8n, with G being a small, positive and smooth function on R + .
Proof. Again, changing to characteristic coordinates ( x; x ? ), and using the Galerkin Now since j' z j 1 2 jr ? 'j, the desired result is easily obtained from (4.25) and the proof is complete.
4.3. Strong stability of the continuous dual problem. To be able to control the remaining terms on the right-hand side of (4.3) we need stability estimates for the continuous dual problem (2.14), (stability of (2.13) is easily followed). These estimates will be the essential tools in deriving our a posteriori error estimates. To derive stability estimates we shall use the transversal covective-balance condition: Lemma 4.4. Suppose (4.26) is valid and that (1 + s)" +" z (t +" z ) r(" x + z" y ),
for some constants 0 < r; s; t < 1. Then, e.g., for r = s = t = 1=4,
Invoking the boundary conditions in (2.14), (i.e, the fact that in our problems In the rest of this section we prepare for a concrete version of the Theorem 5.2.
Below we shall estimate all the R i(j) -terms so that, nally, in Theorem 5.4, we can formulate such a concrete version. To this approach, rst we note that k(I ? P n )J h;n ? k Sn Ck(I ? P n )J h;n k Sn?1 ; (5.11) k(I ? P)R 4 k Sn = k(I ? P)(~ rJ h ) k Sn ; (5.12) recall that~ = (1; ), and r = (@=@x; r ? ). To estimate the right-hand side of (5.12) letJ be a standard molli cation of J h on the length scales (~; h ? ; h ? ), i.e., J = (5.22) instead of (2.14).
